Benefiting from knowledge of speech, language and hearing ─ accumulated by many researchers over nearly a century ─ new technology is beginning to serve users of complex information systems. This technology aims for a natural communication environment ─ capturing attributes that humans favor in face-to-face exchange. Ideally the environment provides three-dimensional spatial realism in the sensory dimensions of sight, sound and touch. Conversational interaction bears a central burden, with visual and manual signaling simultaneously supplementing the communication process.
Moreover, accommodating natural human modes -especially those of sight, sound and touch -can provide options for compensatory signaling to assist individuals with communication disabilities.
MACHINE-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION
Early telephony required simply that transmitter and receiver be connected by a copper wire path. Virtually no intelligence was contained in the transmission network. (In fact, for a long period in more recent times, the legal environment required separation of "computing" and "communication", even after the evolution of electronic switching -which constituted some of the first large digital machines!) Now, it is commonplace for communication to be mediated by machines that can expand human capabilities and support diverse information services, illustrated in Fig 1. As voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) becomes pervasive, such mediation likely will become the norm. Concomitant with the growth in intelligence embedded both in the local station and in the network, new opportunities emerge for seeking user environments that have natural attributes. An early effort towards machine mediation was a completely hands-free, voice-controlled conferencing system for simultaneous speech communication and collaborative image display, called HuMaNet (Flanagan et al, 1990) . The system is pictured in Fig 2. A steerable microphone array beam-formed on talkers to capture good quality speech in the meeting room. Conference call set-up, access to remote databases, and operation of system features was Flanagan. Speech-Centric Multimodal Interfaces totally by voice commands addressed to the system. Such utterances were signaled by the unique prefix "System Control, ---."
Machine-Mediated Communication

Figure 2. HuMaNet System
Recent research has moved to capture more functionality in the combined modes of sight, sound, and touch (Marsic et al, 2000) . One concept of the user station is shown in Fig 3(a) and its laboratory implementation is shown in Fig 3(b) . In this case, a line-array microphone atop the monitor is fixed in focus on the user position and it activates a large-vocabulary speech recognizer resident in the local station (Lin et al, 1996) . Software for the language model of the recognizer, for context analysis, for dialog generation and for text-to-speech synthesis output is also incorporated. Gaze and visual gesture are captured by a gimbaled camera on the terminal. The camera automatically finds the face; it finds and ranges the eye, illuminates the eye with safe infra red, and computes the angle between the corneal reflection and the centroid of the pupil. This enables computation of coordinates for a cursor on the screen positioned at the point of gaze (Liang & Wilder, 1998) . The tactile glove includes thrusters to the finger tips, sensors of joint flexure, and a Polhemus coil for detection of hand position. It enables manual gesture, pointing and grasp with force feedback (Burdea, 1996) . Flanagan. Speech-Centric Multimodal Interfaces
The functionality of Fig 3 ( which substantially transcends mouse and keyboard) is particularly useful for manipulating objects in a map-based activity. Initial experiments on asset deployment in a crisis management climate, conducted with the Army National Guard, support this indication. Networking software enables conferencing and group collaboration (Marsic, 1999) . Actions can be instituted by a single communication mode -such as by saying "Move vehicle A to position B," or by simply reaching into the display, grasping the icon for vehicle A and placing it in the new B position. Gaze and grasp have separate cursors. Used in combination with speech, the utterance "Move helicopter X to here" can be disambiguated with either manual or visual gesture, which resolves the deictic reference "here." Applications other than mapbased scenarios are possible. The tactile capability in particular supports games of dexterity (such as hand-ball with 3D glasses), as well as medical telerehabilitation (Burdea, 2003) .
A current research direction is towards systems capable of adapting linguistic knowledge at runtime by means of interaction with end-users. This is useful because it is difficult to account for all the surface linguistic forms that users might need. One effort, based on supervised learning, adapts linguistic knowledge by adding new concepts to existing pre-programmed concept classes. New linguistic knowledge at the surface and semantic levels is acquired using the multiple modalities of speaking, typing, pointing, touching or image capturing. Language knowledge is updated and stored in a semantic grammar and a semantic database (Dusan & Flanagan, 2004) .
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FUSION OF MULTIMODAL SIGNALS
A major design issue is analyzing and interpreting multiple sensory signals, which can be issued synchronously or disparately in time. Relationships and correlations are obviously crucial in estimating user intent. In some cases a single modality might accomplish a desired task, and in other actions interdependence may be primary. An illustration is Fig 4, where the gaze modality resolves two deictic references in the spoken command "Move this to there." In this case it is seen that the gaze fixation points anticipate the two spoken references, which the speech recognizer immediately flags for resolution. Behavior in which gaze anticipates speech is typical, although different users can vary widely (Kaur et al, 2003) . One study has found that though there are wide differences in multimodal behavior, a given individual tends to remain "entrenched" and consistent in pattern (Oviatt et al, 2003) .
Strategies for information fusion therefore constitute a central issue and require intelligent software that can deal with specific task domains. Similar intelligence is necessary for multimodal dialog creation and for computing rational responses from the system. This is generically illustrated in Fig 5. Taken in the whole, these matters constitute a significant research frontier. They point up the need for a quantitative framework for multimodal language -perhaps similar to our understanding of spoken language. The challenge is sizeable, in that the degrees of freedom in multimodal communication far surpass those of a single modality. At the current stage of research we are nowhere close to establishing a unified language structure for multimodal communication. Rather, at present we take the primitive approach of an electronic bulletin board, or slot-filling scheme, suitable for a narrow task domain, as illustrated in Fig 6. In this case (which is the system implemented for the interface of Fig 3) the From Sound to Sense: June 11-June 13, 2004 at MIT B -201 allowed commands are highly constrained, and must fit into a rigid grammar structure that embraces the object addressed, the action desired, and the source and destination coordinates necessary to the action. In this implementation, the speech modality is given the highest priority and is processed completely to the recognized and time-stamped word string before anything else is done. Gaze is next in priority, and if deictic references are spoken, resolution is sought first in the gaze channel. Without overriding commands, touch is next in order. The processing can accommodate looking at one position and pointing at another, though this is atypical behavior. Temporal associations are of course critical. In this case ranges explored for correlation are experimentally determined and are tailored to the task domain (Chandrasekaran, 2004) . Several extensions and enhancements have been built upon these rudimentary principles. One includes, for the map-based application, a wireless-controlled robot with remote sensors that can give the vehicle an eye (camera), an ear (microphone) and a mouth (loudspeaker) (Fig 7) . The objective is information gathering in hazardous areas . Another, in Fig 8, is a simpler "speak and gaze" portable command terminal for field application (Kaur et al, 2003 ). Yet another, in Fig 9, is a wireless hand-held, with resident speech recognition and synthesis, and with stylus input that allows simultaneous "point and speak" communication. This specific application is for documenting, diagramming, and reporting automobile traffic accidents from the scene (Dusan et al, 2003) . This system broadly permits pointing inputs before, during, or after spoken inputs. It also incorporates a primitive vocabulary for automatic recognition of stroke sequences, which for some purposes allows stroke sequences alone to accomplish the desired task. An added benefit of multimodal interfaces, even in the primitive forms as represented here, is the opportunity for user authentication. Identity verification becomes important for access to privileged or restricted information. Verification is more tractable than absolute identification, and a variety of biometrics have been researched. But in general, no single measure reaches a level of accuracy suitable for processing large populations (such as travelers through an urban airport). Combining measures that are relatively independent promises elevation of accuracy.
Frame Instantiation and Slot Filling
From Sound to
Patterns of behavior in multimodal interfaces may accurately characterize individuals. Combining data from sight, sound and touch modalities necessary to the information exchange task may yield, with additional processing, the by-product of authentication. This objective raises a somewhat different issue in information fusion. Processing resources in the interface equipment must of course be allocated for the authentication task. The multimodal technologies illustrated here provide simultaneous voice samples for talker verification, face and eye image from the gimbaled camera, and gesture patterns that could include signatures or unique stroke sequences. Processing power and strategies for data fusion are already in place to serve the interactive functions. Multimodal authentication is a logical extension. Flanagan. Speech-Centric Multimodal Interfaces
User interface for interaction and collaboration with robots and humans
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TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTIMODAL LANGUAGE
The deeper (and more important) question remains. How to establish a formal structure for multimodal language, generic enough to serve us the way spoken language modeling has helped in speech recognition and synthesis?
Human communication -in whatever mode -typically manifests itself as a temporal continuum. But information must be conveyed by signals that comprise a discrete, countable set of alternatives. As smallest units we have the alphabet for text, and phonemes for speech. Can we establish similar elements for gaze and gesture? And if so, how can we fuse multimodal information? One approach might follow the process used beneficially for spoken language.
The sensory continuum is traditionally transformed into a feature set that puts in evidence aspects important to recognition and understanding. The continua are segmented and classified into a discrete symbol sequence. From this sequence "words" are composed, usually with the assistance of a lexicon and with knowledge of language convention and n-gram statistics that embody rules of grammar. Afterwards, word strings, or sentences, are constructed according to allowed syntax and conventional statistics for word sequences. Eventually this is followed by language modeling and semantic rules that enable estimates of complete thought.
It is at the word level that meaning first emerges, and would seem to provide an attractive juncture for information fusion. But there are problems. Can we establish discrete symbol sets for gaze and gesture? What are the equivalent "phonemes" (or, visemes or tactemes)? Can we establish appropriate lexicons to support "word" formation? And, there can be great disparity in richness of information across modes. In some cases only one mode suffices. In another instance all are needed. And further can we devise for each mode symbol sequences that could be said to constitute a word and could have a text equivalent. If so, fusion could certainly be simplified and could be implemented at the word level as illustrated in Fig 10. An ever present difficulty is the potential range of richness of information across modalities and the range of complementarities. A complex spoken command might require only a single gaze fixation or a single point to resolve a critical reference. In this case the recognized word string only needs a single feature from the complementing mode -not a word formulation.
There are alternatives, but none very attractive. At the immediate front end, one might merge feature vectors into a "supervector" and then conduct classification and recognition in the traditional speech way (using the presently-favored process of hidden Markov models -HMM's). But this might forego some of the advantages of examining time series over a significant duration for contextual information and for time registration. And, the dimensionality of the supervector might lead to computational intractability. At the other extreme, one might run "recognition" on each mode separately to conclusion and then compare word string results across modes. The disparities in richness could make this approach inefficient, or at worse, useless.
Where we stand at present, and on which the systems of Flanagan. Speech-Centric Multimodal Interfaces gesture mainly at the feature level as complements to resolve deictic references that speech leaves ambiguous. This is not satisfying. But it's where we are! Figure 10 .
